2012, Oct 12

Friday Night Hard News Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening:
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
Skype:
Website:
Meditation:

Angelsu
530-413-9537 [line 1]
530-513-6472 [line 2, 3]
888-429-5471
Toll Free in North America
BBSradio2
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
Angelsu

Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: ● A listener-supported radio station
● We need $ 90 for this week! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS
T & R: ● Need $450 for GAS & bills this week
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
● Please notify them if you're sending something: koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● phone contact is via MariettaRobert: 317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● To help with food: go back to Whole Foods
505- 992-1700 [Santa Fe #]
To get a gift card for Ram D. Berkowitz - see a link on the website below
https://premium.vcdelivery.com/wholefoods/gissgiftcard.aspx

Hard News:
T: a big thanks for catching up for 2 weeks of BBS – you all get a whole pile of stars!
● Got the rent paid barely on time ● Would be grateful if you would send an e-mail if you are going to send $ and how much, so they
can let the gas, phone, electric people and let them know money is coming.
R: Uncle Joe came through with flying colours! The malarkey has to go!
T: first off tried to accuse Obama of poor foreign policy, yet Ryan's budget cut $300 Million from
embassy budget – and Biden said so!
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R: the commentator was used to people speaking the truth; could see on her face and Biden's face waht
was going on – Ed said Biden caught him on each on of the lies
● There are people saying certain things: no dates, no nukes, no flukes! No dates as to when
NESARA will be announced – KOS is making this crystal clear! No Dates, No Nukes, No Flukes –
and this comes from St. Germain!
● The right is dancing as fast as they can to spin everything before the elections; R does not know
if elections will happen or not
● R went into Wells Fargo: do you know if dinar will be re-valued? The WF lady said she did not
know when the dinar will be re-valued, but told R that the rainbow bills are in the banks – and he
did not ask this.
T: dinar WILL NOT BE RE-VALUED UNTIL AFTER NESARA IS ANNOUNCED
R: Randi Rhodes: had Daniel Ellsberg on – Lady Gaga spent 5 hours with Assange in Equadorian embassy
● over 800 days that Bradley manning held against his will as enemy of the state
● Ellsberg has been so considered in the past
● spoke of the State Department and the mansions within the mansions, a
● Randi dropped a few words today: an embassy has marines attached to it; they are deployed
there in case the embassy is breached and all they do is shred information
● Stevens had travelled to Benghazi to get the documents that would have exposed Hillary &
Romney
T: Ed and John Nichols talked about the article and village in the Ukraine which was in no man's land – all
they do is drink vodka and smoke cigarettes; if the baker is straight enough and can do it, he
bakes bread and the people eat; if not – no bread.
● The Mormans do not drink, smoke, dance, drink fizzy pop drinks and here is a Mormon bishop
premeditatively getting people hooked on smokes etc
● Joe Biden went to Columbus, OH and to the women's rights thing: these ones do not want women to
make their own health choices!
● More background on uptightness and lack of awareness of human bodies & natural functions by
religious ones
Audio: Max Keiser

Episode 352

Keiser Report: Parasites Fat on Fraud

We discuss STEALGORITHMIC TRADING and the very civil lawsuits that are oh so amiable,
benevolent, benign, clubby, cordial, courteous and cozy but available only for financial crooks.
They also discuss the mysterious algorithm with an unknown motive that accounted for 4% of
all quotes on the US stock markets last week. In the second half of the show, Max Keiser talks
to Jon Najarian of OptionMonster.com about options trading, high frequency trading and naked
short selling.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=MqbI41dw0eg

Caller: heard rumbles about things getting ready for next week? Or for an October surprise?
T: people being arrested on put on prison ships since 2009, since Obama was put in office: she heard that
the arrests are 98% there – this, plus the wealthy families like the Rockefellers, and all kinds of
blood lines being arrested and M. I. A.: they have been hearing these stories for 2-3 weeks now.
Caller: truckers going across country are seeing military trucks, hardware moving around
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R: truckers call up Randi Rhodes and told her that many of the troop movements are heading to DC – let's
say as Obama is re-elected, the lunatic fringe on the right will be thrown off the hill if they want
to be King of the Hill; all the talking heads are saying that it is ordained that this one gets us
through the moment – everyone he talks to says these are the final moments as we go towards the
election, yet there is no knowing if there will be an election or not
R: mixed emotions in Europe about the E U getting peace prize! 3,500 people have committed suicide
since Greece & austerity program began . . . .
T: people in villages in China being thrown out of their homes, all belongings on the street as developers
move in and start building
R: keep pressing unconditional love and forgiveness; we have all worn the black hats whether we admit it
or not. He has a friend who plays with what Keiser talks about – has a drip fund; yet he knows it is
hanging by Superman's hair – people are saying to get silver as well as gold.
T: reading about the fiscal cliff and Geitner's participation
Myanmar: $500 billion of debt in Japanese yen to Japan is being forgiven [$6.4 Billion] – takes effect
Jan 13, 2014 (from HNK News)

Reading: Keshe Foundation - the Peace Invitation

[SEE BELOW]

Caller: about Peshe: Sept 2nd, 2.5 hour video – live interview with PESN Allan Sterling on the
Smartscarecrow Show
T: discussion about the new president of the Investment Bank and the Knowledge Economy which includes
questions of environment and a host of other implications
Audio: Bill Maher

The chat salon continues its tenth season on HBO this Friday, October 12 (10:00-11:00 p.m. live
ET/tape-delayed PT), with an instant replay at 11:00 p.m. following the live presentation. Allowing
Maher to offer his unique perspective on contemporary issues, the show includes an opening
monologue, roundtable discussions with panelists, and interviews with in-studio and satellite guests.
The roundtable guests this week are actor-director Ben Affleck, Cal. Rep. Darrell Issa and Mont. Gov.
Brian Schweitzer; former FDIC chair Sheila Bair and commentator Ann Coulter are interview guests.
Audio:

10-10-2012 ~ The Tenth Initiatory Gateway of Light Invocation
(File size: 33.798 MB - approx download time 3-6 min - audio 24 minutes)
Written invocation http://www.pleiadianlight.net/page2.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=CClewox-IbQ

Reading:

The Secret of the Andes by Brother Philip
from the chapter called “In Amaruka: The new world focus on Illumination”
ref to Omni Magazine, which described the movement of the energy from the Himalayas to S America
Closing:
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2012, Oct 10

Keshe: Peace Negotiations and Standing up to the Bullies

http://removingtheshackles.blogspot.ca/2012/10/keshe-peace-negotiations-and-standing.html

Keshe's latest message about the threats from Israel and a new era of global peace.
Please note that China, Russia and Iran are working together towards this goal. In the arena of
financial freedom and prosperity, with the ending of the iron fisted control by the elites and their
banking cartel, recognition of the work of these countries and the vast multitude of nations that stand
behind them is of great importance. The cabal controlled media continues it's propaganda campaign
against these nations, spreading continuous waves of fear porn and perpetuating the
racial/political/religious divisions that they have used for centuries to control the masses.
While the puppet media would try to convince you that the US and their G5 partners are the
guiding light of the majority of the world, the actual fact is that they pretty much stand alone with a
couple of their ass kissing sycophants for company. Over 120 nations of the Non-Aligned Movement
stand with Iran, and over 95 of these nations have taken a firm stand against the Cabal's "United"
Nations.
The G5 nations are about to find themselves playing "I'm the King of the castle".... all by
themselves.
On the topic of threats. Five years ago I would have played the roll of peace-keeper. Today is a
different story. Today, while I still abhor violence and warmongering tactics, I realize now that
sometimes the best way to get the bully to stop picking on you is to bloody their nose. So yes I don't
like countries threatening countries, but when the school yard bully continuously shouts threats and
waves their fist around, maybe it's time for the rest of the kids to step up and blacken the bully's eye.
...or kick him in the balls.
Regardless, bullies are usually not very tough, especially if they're running home crying for their mommy.
In response to what has been put on the Keshe thoughts group which is going on now on the internet at
this moment:
Following our last call from the Keshe Foundation centre in Belgium for peace negotiations between the
Iranian government and the government of Israel, we renew our call to both nations before the final
move and total war between them.
The balance of the game has totally shifted in the last days in favour of Iran and Iran will win the war if
any move is made against them by any nation, be it Israel or the US government.
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Our cousins and brothers in all three nations, please accept our call for peace as we do not see a way
out apart from total change of the map of the state of Israel if any military move is made by either
country.
This checkmate position for Israel and the nations of the West is the result of their atrocities of past
decades and is due to the wisdom of the Chinese and Russian leadership, the Syrian president and the
foresight of the Iranian government and its religious leadership.
From now on the world will be a safer place for all of us as the bankrupt nations of the world calling
themselves world super powers have been snookered into accepting the final checkmate by the peace
loving nations of China, Iran and Russia.
Now world peace is nearly guaranteed and from the Keshe Foundation’s point of view we foresee the
establishment of world peace through the wisdom of the Iranian, Russian and Chinese leadership.
We thank these governments for their wisdom and we offer our technology to support their move for the
establishment of peace on the planet.
Let me explain what has happened and how the West will soon ask for peace talks which will result in a
change of membership in the UN Security Council.
In their attempt to topple the Syrian government, using the excuse of its unjust leadership, the British
and US got involved in the Syrian fighting and were planning through this intervention to topple the
Iranian government as well. As they thought this time again as in the case of Libya no-one would stand in
front of them to stop this continuous killing and robbing the nations of the Middle East of their central
bank reserves, to replace their losses in the financial markets in the past years as was done in the
Second World War by the Germans in respect to the European nations central banks.
Due to this checkmate the Israel nation will be forced into accepting the Iranian plan for the
establishment of the state of Palestine with Jewish people as its citizens and consequently the UK and
France will be forced out of the UN Security Council and these two nations will be replaced by Brazil and
India.
In the coming months the US, UK and French past leaderships will be subjected to a full trial at the
International Court of Justice for their unjust wars and for killing millions of people and for the human
rights atrocities of the past thirty years.
Let us see how Iran, China and Russia made this amazing move and how the US, UK and Israel have been
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checkmated and have to accept the world peace put forward by these wining world peace nations.
First of all, if the present state of Israel does not accept the Iranian proposal for the establishment of
the state of Palestine then it will cease to exist and will be merged with the new state of Palestine as
has been for centuries. Thus the Iran leadership’s call for changing the map will be finalized and the
nightmare of Israel attacking Iran will be over.
Israel, the UK and the US shot themselves in the foot by going into Syria and now they have to accept
this change of policy in the Middle East, which will bring an end to war in this region for good.
What has happened is that as part of the joint military exercises being carried out by Syria, China, Russia
and Iran, Iran is now sitting on Israel’s doorstep, bringing Israel’s worst nightmare to reality, and Iran can
walk into the state of Israel any time they wish.
So if Israel goes ahead with its threat of attacking Iran while it has the Iranian military sitting on its
borders, they with their short range missiles and trained army will literally walk through the state of
Israel.
So this brings us to the call for peace between the present nation of Israel and Iran before this state
ceases to exist and becomes part of the state of Palestine.
During these four state military exercises the US will not dare to attack Iran, China and Russia all at the
same time, and in one move the US administration has become the underdog of the peace loving nations
of Iran, China and Russia.
We congratulate the leadership of these nations who are working for the establishment of real world
peace and not those who under the banner of world peace have caused so much suffering in the Middle
East in recent years.
With this move, the economy of the west will start tumbling down as their economies based on the warmaking machine come to a sudden halt, and in the coming weeks we will see the leaders of Europe
change their address to the prisons of the international criminal courts for the crimes they have
committed.
Maybe this is what was to be expected as the US as slave to the UK government could not get involved in
more wars and lose more of its youth to end up in flag-draped coffins.
Now we all know why we started our teaching program from 21.9.2012, as from now we will all learn the
real meaning of peace and can implement our ethos of the unity of mankind through the SSP program.
At the same time our calls goes to Iranians, Arabs and Palestinians of the region too, that use this
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opportunity to create everlasting peace and not make the mistakes of our Israel’s brothers in the past,
you think that, now that you are free, it is your time to cause harm to others as you see it to be your
right to do so for what they have done to you since late 1940’s.
Show the true meaning of words of the holy books and forgive and not forget that if forgotten then the
same mistakes shall be made, if forgiven then this shows the maturity of the Palestinian's reaching peace
through sufferings , that they would not like to see no others to go through the same pains again and for
them to do to the same atrocities to others, even to those who have harmed them are all of their own
cosines and Children’s and sons of Abraham.
Forgiving has sweeter and longer lasting taste, and with this forgiving we shall restore and end with
banishment of tribe of Mohammad from obscurity and give them the equal seat on the table of the sons
of Man. With this we hope all have received what they have asked for and from now mankind can live in
peace and harmony on this past troubled planet.
We see and hope for a better future for mankind, now that the tools of war have come to ceased to exist
and from now on we see the factories of war making machines will become to work much harder by
producing the tools of the peace and systems for transporting the mankind in to the spans of the
universe, for us to take the ethos of peace with us to teach and announce to others as to show we have
matured enough that we can take our place in the peaceful universal community.
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